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 Ian Kimmerly

The Aesthetics and Politics of Home in Contemporary Art 

Liena Vayzman

Is home a fleeting dwelling place? A memory? Luxury for the rich? Site of regional identity? Domestic 

heaven or hell? Nostalgic marker for lost history? Who can lay claim to the white-picket-fenced symbol 

of the American dream? 

 This exhibition taps into a resonant theme in contemporary society: the aesthetics and politics of home. 

Thirty-one artists interpret the concept of home in innovative works of sculpture, video installation, 

photography, design, painting, and documentary film. “Home” shows the elusive resonance of houses, 

homes, and dwellings, from the anonymity of the built environment to the promise of bliss and identity 

in the domestic interior.  While attentive to the poetics of lived-in space, the curatorial intention was 

to raise questions around the political, economic, and social implications of access to home. In an era of 

instant communications across continents, computer-created realities, contested national borders, and 

immigration debate, artists pinpoint a zeitgeist of displacement and continual reconstruction of home. 



Residential architecture is the springboard for Alexander 

Cheves’ works. Two sculptural forms – a towering skyscraper 

and a tiny A-frame house – contrast the idealized notion of 

home in children’s’ drawings (and adults’ minds) as a white-

painted single family house with the reality of urban high 

rise living, here imagined as an anonymous beehive of 

hundreds of individual domestic cells. Verda Alexander’s 

Lakeshore Apartments superimposes an inverted, 

negative cutout of a skyscraper onto a paper form 

resembling an interior window treatment. The co-

mingling of a postindustrial architectural icon with 

domestic decoration advances the conversation 

on the possibility of human scale experience in 

the urban landscape.

Alexander Cheves

Dan Rule



Transition, rootlessness, and movement are 

characteristic of the 21st century, particularly for 

artists, whose need for community and inspiration 

lead to big cities, with concomitant high rents and 

landlord woes. The constant process of uprooting, 

relocating, and rerooting is transmuted into sculptural 

form in Jana Rumberger’s The Cage Project (Personal 

History). The large-scale installation is a suspended 

accretion of cages made from pages of the artist’s 

journals from 1987 to 1998, which she tired of moving 

from place to place with each move in a transitional 

life. Written thoughts, hopes, reflections, and projects 

are given a permanent home; text turns into sculpture; 

and ideas are transformed into an evocative form that 

concretizes the passage of time. Rachael Jablo revisits 

the process of moving in a series of photographs of seven 

places she inhabited in San Francisco, a city known for 

both its high rents and continual turnover of residents. 

Each image features the pile of newsprint she used to pack 

her belongings when moving from apartment to apartment 

over a period of several years. In Ian Kimmerly’s painting 

Toy Houses, blur and painterly mark-making disrupt the 

visual plane and connote continual transition, pointing to the 

constant buying, selling, renting, and subleasing of houses and 

condos and the resulting instability in the cultural landscape.
Jana Rumberger



Transforming domestic detritus into art, Mark Blaisdell’s photographs document semi-annual trash throw-outs 

in Melbourne,  Australia, when furniture and large household items are discarded on the curb for disposal. While 

the objects in the photographs appear purposefully arranged, the assemblages of personal belongings left on the 

street are photographed as found. The transposition of inside and outside is expressed in different photographic 

terms by Talia Himmelfarb, who re-photographs a slide projection of an image of the interior of a house projected 

onto its exterior. Inside and outside are thus both flipped and conflated. Sarah Klein’s video Dirty Work shows the 

dark side of the enforced domestic role culturally attributed to women. In a series of short animations, simply 

drawn female characters shift from cleaning 

house to creating explosions and other 

disasters, undoing the traditional coding of 

the domestic realm in the feminine. 

Nadim Sabella

Jan Blythe
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Teri 

Claude’s Inside 

Bernal Hill is a collaborative project 

made with the artist’s rabbit, Dusty, investigating the 

layers of history of the artist’s Victorian house in the Bernal Heights area 

of San Francisco. In the process of constructing a burrow, the rabbit has been excavating 

artifacts in the backyard. Claude presents an installation of objects unearthed in the animal’s instinctual 

home-making -- such as pieces of crockery, toy soldiers, rusty hardware – highlighting making and 

remaking home as human, animal, and cultural processes. The past lives of homes and their inhabitants 

are also explored in the work of German-born Nadim Sabella. The artist makes large-scale color 

photographs of the interiors of abandoned houses across the United States. He has constructed a single 

miniature house based on the various photographs. Sabella’s photograph of a room containing a fallen 

piano covered in years of dust is here paired with the dollhouse-like reconstruction; close scrutiny of 

the miniature house reveals a room replete with a tiny piano. Thus, photographic fact and constructed 

fiction mingle in dynamic tension, evoking an imagined narrative.  Eric Araujo’s HOUSE (if you lived here 

you’d be home by now) is also a constructed object, but in a scale that allows inhabitation. The artist built 

a small, useable wooden shelter in the shape of a classic A-frame home, placed it in a public space under 

a freeway in San Francisco, California, and documented the process in photographs and video. The house 

was used as a sleeping space for one night, then disappeared.

Teri Claude



Eric Araujo

Meghann Riepenhoff
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Today, artists work in a context of government-produced fear around “homeland 

security,” skyrocketing real estate prices, housing crises in US cities, migration and 

population displacement, and gentrification. Increasingly, residents of the San Francisco Bay 

metropolitan area cannot afford the price of a median single-family home here, which in 

2006 was $749,400, according to the National Association of Realtors. Michael Krouse’s 

painting of a San Francisco house, emblazoned with the word “Unaffordable” in neon light, 

points to the lack of affordable housing in cities. Investigating the alarming divide between 

rich and poor, Donna Wan photographs lavish California estates in the Dream Homes series. 

Isolated against the background and installed as light box transparency, Wan’s untitled image 

suggests the isolation, gaudiness, and lack of social connectedness of home-as-conspicuous 

consumption. My own artistic work included in this exhibition, from the series Shelter, 

presents photographic portraits of individuals experiencing homelessness and health care 

challenges. I photographed people I met at Matthew House, a daytime shelter providing 

supportive services on the South Side of Chicago. The portraits make visible 

individuals experiencing homelessness. The title Shelter 

refers to both the location and to the process 

of sheltering individual voices through 

photography. Ronit Bezalel’s documentary 

Voices of Cabrini addresses the disparities 

in access to housing in Chicago. The 30-

minute film documents the organizing 

of community members in response 

to the dismantling of the Cabrini 

Green public housing project, 

raising issues of economics, 

racism, and politics.

Ronit Bezalel

Liena Vayzman 



Chris Thorson

While most of the  exhibition artists reside in the San Francisco area, many speak of distant homelands, real 

or imagined. Originally from Scotland, Jan Blythe uses a lace tablecloth as a template to create a poetic floor 

sculpture from fireplace ash (Yer Tea’s Oot) – a ghostly remnant of the past. Blythe’s melancholy, subtle work 

denotes the fragility of memory. Putting the sculpture in conversation with Sanjay Vora’s painting, with its 

gauzy pale tones obfuscating an images of the artist’s childhood home, opens up vectors into the tenuous 

hold we have on memories. Derek Haverland’s 6322, reproduced on the cover of this catalog, refers 

to the address of his grandmother’s house. The artist uses needlework as a kind of drawing to depict 

the house on chair fabric from the home’s interior, unearthing layers of memory. The use of thread as 

medium further resonates with the passage of time.



Brian Stinemetz

Originally from Kansas, Brian Stinemetz constructs geographical and cultural landscapes in simplified forms: 

yellow blocks and green felt connote the flatlands of the Midwest and mountains of California. Isolated 

under glass cake display domes, the pixelated fabric landscapes remind us that every region on the Earth is 

constantly monitored by satellite imaging, broken down into a grid, and increasingly accessible through the 

interface of the computer screen. Geographically distinct regions become the flattened into the same data 

stream. This is the crisis of regional specificity in the face of Google Earth’s all-encompassing scopic regime. 



Unapologetically regional, Ben Venom’s suspended banner 

Georgia Politics refers to speedway racing flags in the South 

as well as to the controversy about the redesign of the 

state flag in his native state of Georgia. Similarly making 

work about a distant home is Hannah Pearl Walcott, a 

native New Yorker now living in San Francisco. Walcott’s 

collages piece together historic imagery of New York City 

architecture with vintage photographs of her relatives in 

vibrant celebration of growing up in the urban center. 

In a panel discussion in conjunction with this exhibition, 

“Home” artists articulated the paradox of the city as crucible 

of inspiration. Artists are pushed out of workspaces by 

development catering to economically privileged classes 

drawn to cities for its cultural vibrancy. The lack 

of stable affordable housing for artists in 

the very cities that claim art as cultural 

capital – like New York, San Francisco, and Los 

Angeles -- creates damaging effects. What happens 

to artistic communities when warehouse studio spaces are 

converted to multimillion-dollar condos? Is Moira Murdock’s 

idyllic Houseberg slowly melting? This exhibition showcases a 

range of responses to this paradox by artists, who both are 

used as agents of gentrification and particularly vulnerable 

to its effects.

Donna Wan

Hannah Pearl Walcott



For some artists, home is not encapsulated 

by a house or residential dwelling but by 

more intangible feelings of safety, security, 

and personal boundary akin to Gaston 

Bachelard’s meditations on nests and shells 

in The Poetics of Space. Chris Thorson’s large-

scale painting depicts a camping tent, flap 

open in welcome, in a bucolic natural setting. 

However, the painting’s jarring high key hues 

and uncanny lack of human presence undercut 

the initial assurance of safe harbor. Similarly 

unsettling, Meghann Riepenhoff ’s photograph 

Night Light depicts an eerie nighttime scene 

of a bathroom in a domestic interior. The 

nightlight’s symbolic promise of protection 

from imaginary nighttime horrors symbolized 

is subverted by the photograph’s unnatural 

color and asymmetrical composition.

Rachael Jablo



The disruption of safety in childhood permeates Serena Wellen’s video Goodnight Nobody, here 

installed as a projection in a darkened space.  A voice-over intones the text of the classic children’s 

bedtime story Goodnight Moon in an ominous amplified hush over a sequence of still images including 

illustrations from the book and a crumpled-up drawing of house fading in and out. The video refers 

to the disturbance of a child’s carefully constructed sense of safe home by abuse. Similarly menacing, 

Torreya Cummings’ Security Blanket is a functional object designed to swaddle the body in warmth 

and security.  At the same time, the fact that the work is made from an army blanket suggests being 

far from home and in peril. The bindings on the blanket threaten to immobilize, heightening the 

work’s disquieting edge. Constructing a mobile personal space is the goal of Sasha Petrenko’s Pocket 

House, a design prototype of a portable pod for living, filled with cozy sleeping bag, pillows, and a 

green plant. The pod invites inhabitation and offers a haven of rest, comfort, and refuge. The project 

is utopian in nature, yet practical in imagining a portable housing solution.

Liena Vayzman 



Sasha Petrenko

“Home” artists explore the concept as structure and lived experience. From architectural motif to 

idealized arena for subversion, the concept of home resonates for emerging artists: as object of 

memory, site of identity, and marker of domestic (in)security. 
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Verda Alexander, Lakeshore Apartments, colored paper, pipe cleaner, cardboard, 30” x 20” x 2”, 2007

Eric Araujo, HOUSE (if you lived here you’d be home by now), DVD, photos, dimensions vary, 2005

Ronit Bezalel, Voices of Cabrini: Remaking Chicago’s Public Housing, digital video, 30 minutes, 1999

Mark Blaisdell, Untitled #1, #2 and #3, c-prints, 20” x 24” each, 2005 and 2006

Jan Blythe, Yer tea’s oot!, ash and spray paint, 77” x 60”, 2007

Alexander Cheves, Gone With and Away With, acrylic and wood, 8.5’ x 2.25’ x 1.5’ House: 2’2” x 10” x 1’2”, 2007

Elizabeth Chiles, Everyday Portal and Pleasures, c-prints, 4” x 4” each, 2004-2005

Teri Claude, Inside Bernal Hill, photographs and found objects, 4’ x 5’, 2007

Torreya Cummings, (Homeland Security Device) Security Blanket, wool army blanket, thread, hardware, 5’ x 6’

(variable), 2005-2006

Derek Haverland, 6322, needlework on cloth, 24” x 36”, 2004

Jessica Hayes, John and Aaron, inkjet prints, 77” x 60”, 2007

Sarah Talia Himmelfarb, Untitled (from the Uncertainty Princliple Series), ink jet prints, 28” x 36”, 2007

Rachael Jablo, Domestic Disturbance (Home, 2002-2003), c-prints, 9.5” x 11” each, 2002-2007

Ian Kimmerly, Toy Houses, oil on canvas, 38” x 48”, 2007

Sarah Klein, Dirty Work, video, 2005

Michael Krouse, My American Dream, oil on panel with neon, 48” x 36”, 2006

Seth Lower, White Towels, c-print, 30” x 40”, 2006 and Notes From 111 W. Reardon Street, Post-It Notes, 19” x 10” 2007

Moira Murdock, Houseberg II, foam, joint compound and acrylic polymer,  23” x 30” x 14.5”, 2007

Sasha Petrenko, Pocket House, mixed media, 7’ x 5’ x 5’, 2006-2007

Meghann Riepenhoff, Night Light, c-print (1/5), 24” x 30”, 2007

Dan Rule, Belly of the Snake, screen print, 18” x 16”, 2006

Jana Rumberger, The Cage Project (Personal History), calendar/journals from 1987-1998. scotch tape,

dimensions vary, 2007

Nadim Sabella, Piano, c-print, 30” x 45”, 2005 and Miniature I, wood, plastic, paper, 7” x 10.5” x 9.5”, 2006

Brian Stinemetz, The Four Continents, mixed media, 40” x 40”, 2007



Chris Thorson, Tent, oil on canvas, 72” x 84”, 2006-2007

Liena Vayzman, Untitled Series from Shelter, digital light jet photographic prints, edition of 5, 2006 and #1, #2, #3, 

#4 and #5 from Shelter, digital light jet photographic prints, edition of 5, 20” x 16”, 2006

Mr. Ben Venom, Georgia Politics, fabric, thread, rope grommets, 5’ x 7’, 2007

Sanjay Vora, Yard Work, acrylic, paper and pencil (on canvas), 45” x 55”, 2006

Hannah Pearl Walcott, Mimi and the Ladies, artist photos, family photos, collage on masonite, 8” x 8”, 2006

Donna Wan, Untitled #1 (Dream Homes), digital photograph in light-box, 30” x 30”, 2006

Serena Wellen, Goodnight Nobody, digital video, dimensions vary, 2006

Guest Curator: Liena Vayzman

Catalog Design: Brian Stinemetz

Installation & Exhibition Coordinator: Selene Foster
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